


A year has passed since the summit of luxury in the Big Apple was 
born: COVET NYC. This epitome of high-end and luxury designs 
has become in the past year the true location and one of the 
most coveted places in New York City, by connecting with the 
top designers from the US, by constantly delivering and raising 
the standards of the high-end luxury projects and by being the 

upmost tool to boost creativity. 

This amazing project between Tessler Developments and 
Corcoran Group at 172 Madison Avenue, “The Mansion” 
is decorated with a curated selection of furniture, lighting, 
upholstery, and accessories from the best European luxury 
furniture brands like BOCA DO LOBO, DELIGHTFULL, BRABBU, 
KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, ESSENTIAL 

HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, and FOOGO.

“THE MANSION” IS CELEBRATING 
ITS FIRST YEAR

Designed and furnished keeping in mind an audience that looks 
for the exclusive, luxury and glamour, 172 Madison Avenue is 
not just another location, is a reference. Designed with a wide 
interior space and high ceiling, this spacious apartment is a 
wonderful window into the characteristic New York skyline with 

one of the few private pools in all of the city.





COVET NYC IS THE ULTIMATE INSPIRATION TOOL

This is more than a Staging project and a 
Showroom. COVET NYC is a Luxury Experience 
and the most powerful tool to increase an 
interior designer’s creativity, right in the heart 
of New York, the city that never sleeps, and the 
most exciting place in the world.  Celebrating 
its birthday with a couple of celebrities and 
being featured in on the most renowned TV 
Shows about luxury real state and properties: 
Million Dollar Listing New York. The show 
that has already made 3 spin-offs in some of 
the biggest US cities, is featuring Covet NYC 
in its Season 8 Finale episode. The featured 
agents, some of the best in the city, include 
“listings machine” Fredrik Eklund and Ryan 
Serhant, who was an actor and hand model 
before pursuing his real estate passion. The 
Two Time Emmy nominated American reality 
tv series from Bravo TV, premiered on 2012 
and continues to this day to be a hit with 
audiences. The 14th episode “Four Men and a 
Baby” marked the 101st episode of the series 
and also the gripping season finale.





With the new member of 
the cast already making 
waves in his premiering 
season, Tyler Whitman has 
definitely made its mark, 
by trying to get the Biggest 
Listing on his career with 
Covet NYC.

Originally from the South, 
Tyler Whitman has nearly 
a decade of real estate 
experience. When he 
moved to New York, he had 
a less than ideal experience 
working with a broker to find 
his first home. It was then 
that he realized real estate 
was his passion and that he 
could have a positive impact 
on helping individuals find 
their dream homes.

Watch it on BRAVO  
or HERE

https://www.bravotv.com/million-dollar-listing-new-york/season-8/episode-14/videos/tyler-whitman-might-get-the-biggest
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3Dp5-K2yOruXU


• NOTES TO EDITORS •

Please, credit ALL USED images with COVET HOUSE or www.covethouse.eu
For more information, projects, interviews, trends and high-resolution images,

Please contact:
ANDRÉ MARTINS | PRESS MANAGER

Press and Public Relations
press@covethouse.eu

Covet House is becoming more fearless in its mission by constantly aspiring to new 
medias and new opportunities. Already being featured pieces in some of the biggest 
blockbusters like “50 Shades of Grey” or “Hobbs and Shaw” on the silver screen, 
but also in the small screen with “Luke Cage” or “The Big Bang Theory”, and now on 

reality TV. 

Already conquering the “American Dream”, the ambition to inspire the world with the 
most luxurious and exquisite brands like BOCA DO LOBO, DELIGHTFULL, BRABBU, 
KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, 

PULLCAST, and FOOGO continues.

SETTING TRENDS. CREATING INSPIRATIONS. DELIVERING DESIGN.


